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Q1: How is the discussion between the woman and the man in the white shirt ? <intermediate> 

A1. The woman is blaming the man in the white shirt who seems to be in the fault. <easy>

A2. She is blaming her in a tense voice and not letting him defend himself. <advanced>

A3. They are having a romantic conversation. <easy>

A4. An active argument that both are blaming each other. <advanced>

Q3: Why is the woman seem so overwhelmed? <advanced> 

A1. Because a small problem became a huge problem. <intermediate>

A2. She has too much on her plate, and this new problem  overwhelms her. <advanced>

A3. The woman is upset because the men are insulting her. <easy>

A4. Because both of them men seem to be ignoring her. <intermediate>

Steven went, got the keys and we are 

gonna have them back. That easy. 

(serious face)

(trying to 

speak)

(Interrupts) But this was 

Friday Matt! This was Friday.  
I couldn’t …

(serious face) You said you were going to do it and 

you are not doing it!

(silenced)

Q2: How is the man who is not being blamed responding to the situation? <advanced> 

A1. He thinks the other man is slacking even if he is not saying it. <advanced>

A2. He is showing support for the woman by taking her side. <intermediate>

A3. He thinks he is better than both of the people arguing. <easy>

A4. He doesn’t want to pick a side. <advanced>
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Figure 1: Best viewed zoomed in and in color. An overview of the Social-IQ dataset questions and videos. Social-IQ evaluates

artificial social intelligence through question answering. The dataset contains 1,250 videos, 7500 questions, 30,000 correct

answers and 22,500 incorrect answers. Questions and answers are annotated for complexity levels: easy, intermediate and

advanced. Q indicates questions and A indicates answers. Answers in green are correct and answers in red are incorrect.

Abstract

As intelligent systems increasingly blend into our every-

day life, artificial social intelligence becomes a prominent

area of research. Intelligent systems must be socially intel-

ligent in order to comprehend human intents and maintain

a rich level of interaction with humans. Human language

offers a unique unconstrained approach to probe through

questions and reason through answers about social situ-

ations. This unconstrained approach extends previous at-

tempts to model social intelligence through numeric super-

vision (e.g. sentiment and emotions labels). In this paper,

we introduce the Social-IQ, an unconstrained benchmark

specifically designed to train and evaluate socially intelli-

gent technologies. By providing a rich source of open-ended

questions and answers, Social-IQ opens the door to explain-

able social intelligence. The dataset contains rigorously

annotated and validated videos, questions and answers, as

well as annotations for the complexity level of each ques-

tion and answer. Social-IQ contains 1,250 natural in-the-

wild social situations, 7,500 questions and 52,500 correct

and incorrect answers. Although humans can reason about

social situations with very high accuracy (95.08%), exist-

ing state-of-the-art computational models struggle on this

task. As a result, Social-IQ brings novel challenges that will

spark future research in social intelligence modeling, visual

reasoning, and multimodal question answering (QA).
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1. Introduction

Definition and studies of social intelligence have a rich

history in psychology, sociology and psycholinguistics [44,

47]. These studies aim to evaluate the cognitive process

behind understanding social situations; a hidden cognitive

process which often goes beyond explicit understanding of

meanings and structures [23]. As intelligent systems in-

creasingly become a reality in our every day lives, social

intelligence becomes a key part of future artificial intelli-

gence (AI) systems.

Unlike traditional AI systems that can measure a phe-

nomena based on numerical labels, psychometric evalua-

tion of social intelligence requires probes that go beyond

numeric labels. To this end, we present the Social-IQ (So-

cial Intelligence Queries) dataset. Social-IQ opens the door

to unconstrained and explainable social evaluation and un-

derstanding for AI. It contains a rigorously annotated and

manually validated set of 7,500 questions, 52,500 answers

(30,000 correct and 22,500 incorrect) over a broad range

of 1,250 social in-the-wild videos.

Question answering is an effective way of probing the

level of understanding of an underlying phenomena [27, 6].

In machine learning, this form of probing has a well estab-

lished precedence in multiple different areas ranging from

understanding books and text [25], to understanding events

in the movies [26]. To build a suitable question answer-

ing resource for social understanding, Social-IQ strives to

analyze social situations as they happen in the wild. Natu-

ralistic interactions are captured by cameras and uploaded

to social media on a daily basis from different aspects of

life; such as birthday parties or a basketball game. Us-

ing an extensive set of YouTube videos, Social-IQ covers

a broad range of social and behavioral situations. Fur-

thermore, Social-IQ is diverse in question types and how

each question probes social intelligence. The questions also

cover a broad range of complexity (advanced, intermediate

and easy).

Our contributions in this paper are as follows: 1) We

formalize an open-ended question answering task for mea-

suring social intelligence for current and future AI systems.

2) We present the first dataset in this area, called Social-IQ,

that focuses on psychometric measurement of social intelli-

gence and operationalizes this measurement through ques-

tion answering. 3) We analyze the performance of state

of the art in multimodal QA over the Social-IQ dataset.

Through our experiments, we observe that Social-IQ is a

challenging dataset; Humans can achieve very high level of

accuracy (95.08%) while state of the art in machine learn-

ing (64.82%) trails by a large margin (on a task with 50%

random performance). This gap highlights the value of a

resource such as Social-IQ; a dataset which enables uncon-

strained probing of social intelligence.

2. Related Works

The dataset and experiments in this paper are connected

to the following areas:

2.1. Question Answering

Intelligent question answering, one of the most ambi-

tious goals of AI, has roots in decades of research in ar-

tificial intelligence [17, 54]. In the past few years, there

has been a surge of interest in using neural models for in-

telligent question answering. Recently, question answer-

ing has evolved into a multimodal framework. Datasets in

this domain started with DAQUAR [33], where image and

questions were paired together. Subsequently, four other

successful and influential datasets followed which are as

follows: COCO-QA [37], VQA [6], FM-IQA [15], Vi-

sual7w [63]. In all aforementioned datasets, questions are

asked about a single image. More recently, the idea of visual

question answering has extended to videos. MovieQA [43]

focused on understanding the events in a movie as well as

their ordering from movie frames, scripts and plot. Close

to this idea, TVQA [26] presented an alternative dataset

for the task of understanding movies and plots. In general,

compared to visual question answering and textual question

answering [59, 11], there is a lack of resources specifically

designed to benchmark social intelligence in current and fu-

ture AI systems.

Social-IQ builds upon lessons learned from previous

multimodal datasets and includes some key components:

1) unconstrained and unscripted environment: Social-IQ

videos come from a diverse set of in-the-wild videos on

YouTube. There are diverse sets of distinct characters

across these videos. Social situations in these videos are

rarely scripted and events are more volatile than movies. 2)

multimodal stimuli: all questions directly relate to events in

the videos and require information from multiple modal-

ities to correctly answer. The question are grounded in

variety of manners across video, dialogues, and audio. 3)

annotator bias: unlike famous movies, arbitrary social on-

line videos are less likely to be seen by annotators prior to

the annotation. Furthermore, multiple validation stages are

devised for Social-IQ to remove annotation bias and make

sure the quality of videos, questions, and answers remains

high. 4) explainability: annotators of Social-IQ accompany

their answers with sufficient reasoning, going beyond short

answers consisting of only a few words. Social-IQ answers

are longer than previous datasets by nearly a factor of 100%

in average length.

2.2. Multimodal Machine Learning

Multimodal machine learning has been among the most

successful recent trends in machine learning [7]. Pow-

ered by advances in deep learning, multimodal models are
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creatively used by research communities centered around

tasks such as multimodal language analysis [58], sentiment

analysis [46, 31], emotion recognition [29], personality

traits recognition [56], image captioning [5, 4, 34], mul-

timedia description [50, 51, 62], and video comprehen-

sion [14, 32, 19, 60].

3. Measurement of Social Intelligence

Inspired by past psychological and sociological studies

in measuring social intelligence [21, 45, 35, 48, 39, 53],

we design the guidelines of Social-IQ according to the fol-

lowing four criteria: 1) Judgment in Social Situations, 2)

Processing Human Intelligent Behavior, 3) Understanding

Mental State, Trait, Attitude, and Attributes 4) Memory for

Referencing and Grounding. Questions in Social-IQ relate

to at least one or more of the above social intelligence cri-

teria. What follows is the detailed definition of each of the

above criteria with examples:

Judgment in Social Situations: Aligned with sociological

definitions developed by Piotr Sztompka [42] and Max We-

ber [52], we define a social situation as a social exchange

or behavior involving two (dyadic) or more individuals.

More formally, a social situation involves human physical

movement, intentions, and a set of unique interactions

in response to one another. Social situations can occur

through communications from both verbal and nonverbal

channels. Intelligence in this areas includes understanding

the causes and intentions behind a social situation. Example

acceptable questions for this criteria are: “Are the people

in this group getting along?” (yes, the group seems to

be laughing together), or “How is the atmosphere of the

room?” (it is tense since the people involved seem to argue

and disagree). In both cases, questions target the core of a

particular social interaction.

Processing Human Intelligent Behavior: This criteria

refers to both how and why humans act or react in a certain

manner [40]. Example questions to probe human behavior

include: “How did the two men demonstrate that they for-

give each other?” (by hugging for a long time), or “Why

does the woman pretend to not hear the man?” (she is act-

ing this way because her feelings were hurt by him). It is

noteworthy that direct action questions are not acceptable

based on this criteria. Examples such as “Is the man lifting

weights?” (yes, he is doing so in a gym) are not acceptable

as questions for Social-IQ, because they do not probe social

intelligence.

Understanding Mental State, Trait, Attitude and At-

tributes: We define traits as stable characteristics of per-

sonality, while states are temporary behaviors or feelings

that depend on a persons situation and motives at a particu-

lar time [8]. Both traits and states are manifest through com-

munication and inferable by humans [16]. Furthermore, we

define attitude as a person’s (or a group’s) opinion towards

a specific topic [18]. Example acceptable questions for this

criteria include: “Does the man in the black robe seem like

he can manage high stress?” (no because a simple problem

with his laptop made him panic more than he should), “Why

did the woman in the purple skirt call the man in the suit a

psychopath?” (she thinks he has no remorse for what he did

to her). We define human attributes as demonstrating cer-

tain manners or consistent behaviors (for example bravery,

justness). Example questions for attributes include: “How

did the man in blue shirt show his bravery?” (by standing

up to the crowd who were bullying the silent man).

Memory for Referencing and Grounding: Aside the

above criteria, social intelligence includes comprehending

a variety of references through multimodal grounding. This

form of grounding goes beyond simple references from one

modality (i.e. individual names or appearances). In social

situations, even if the identity of a character is not known,

humans establish a common grounding to point to enti-

ties. For example “the man with a tense voice”, or “the

woman who was sad when coming into the house”. Social-

IQ strives to diversify references. Since humans understand

these references (as long as the references are determinis-

tic), we encourage a broad range of referencing methods

for entities. It is noteworthy that references should be con-

tained within the respective video. As an example, indi-

vidual names that cannot be inferred from videos are not

acceptable.

Beyond the above criteria, it is required that all questions

in Social-IQ focus on humans. Therefore, questions focus-

ing on inanimate entities, objects and animals are rejected.

For example: “What is the man picking up?” (a big wooden

box) is not acceptable. However, a question such as “Is the

man lifting the box under pressure?” (Yes, the box is too

heavy for him) is accepted.

Understanding and answering questions in Social-IQ

may require different levels of social intelligence. We add a

complexity measure for the questions and answers as a sub-

jective approximation of the level of intelligence and rea-

soning required to process them. Each question or answer

(correct or incorrect) is assigned a complexity level. The

complexity level is defined as a Likert scale based on 3 lev-

els (easy, intermediate, and advanced) outlining a vote for

the level of social intelligence deemed required for answer-

ing the question, accepting (as correct), or rejecting (as in-

correct) the answer. The easy complexity level is assigned

to questions and answers which require simple social intel-

ligence and understanding of the video. For example “Who

is the dominant person in the group?” (the woman in red

dress), which may require simple understanding of who is

speaking and their tone of voice. For the advanced com-
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Figure 2: Best viewed zoomed in and in color. Social-IQ dataset statistics. (a) demonstrates the distribution of question length

in terms of number of words. The average number of words in questions is 10.87. (b) demonstrates the distribution of answer

length in terms of number of words with an average of 10.46 words per answer. Both correct (green) and incorrect (red)

follow the same distribution. (c) various question types in Social-IQ dataset. (d) distribution of number of active characters

in videos. (e) distribution of question complexity in Social-IQ with majority of questions being intermediate and advanced.

(f) variety of topics in Social-IQ dataset.

plexity level, questions and answers require in-depth un-

derstanding and analysis of the video, characters and their

interactions, as well as potential multi-hop inferences and

reference resolution. For example: “What strategy did the

woman who disagrees the most with the man choose to con-

front him?” (she decided to first blame him for being naive,

after which she conjectured he is immoral). This question

answer pair requires understanding the interactions between

the characters in the video, as well as how the interaction

develops over time.

4. Social-IQ Dataset

In this section we present the details of the Social-

IQ (Social Intelligence Queries) dataset which follows the

guidelines for measuring social intelligence outlined in

the previous section (Section 3). Social-IQ is a ques-

tion answering (QA) benchmark for assessment of so-

cial intelligence in naturalistic social situations. Social-IQ

presents 1,250 videos, 7,500 questions, and 52,500 an-

swers (30,000 correct and 22,500 incorrect).

We first comprehensively outline the statistics of the

Social-IQ dataset. Afterwards, we discuss the rigorous an-

notation procedure and multiple validation stages.

4.1. Dataset Statistics

In this subsection we present the main statistics of the

Social-IQ dataset. We split the statistics into three parts: a)

questions statistics, b) answers statistics, and c) multimedia

statistics.

Question Statistics: The Social-IQ dataset contains a to-

tal of 7500 questions (6 per video). Figure 2 (a) demon-

strates the distribution of question length in terms of number

of words. The average length of questions in Social-IQ is

10.87 words. Figure 2 (c) shows the different question types

in the Social-IQ dataset. Questions starting with why and

how, which often require causal reasoning, are the largest

group of questions in Social-IQ. This is a unique feature of

the Social-IQ dataset and a distinguishing factor of Social-

IQ from other multimodal QA datasets (which commonly

have what (object) and who questions as the most common

[26, 43]).

Figure 2 (e) demonstrates the distribution of complexity

across questions of the Social-IQ. Majority of the dataset

consists of advanced and intermediate questions (with al-

most equal share between the two) while easy questions

share a small portion of the dataset. The distribution of

question types and complexity levels in Social-IQ demon-

strates the challenging nature of the dataset.

Answer Statistics: Social-IQ contains a total of 30,000

correct (4 per question) and 22,500 (3 per question) incor-

rect answers. Figure 2 (b) demonstrates the distribution of

word length for answers in the Social-IQ dataset. Both the

correct (green) and incorrect (red) answers follow similar

distribution. On average, there are a total of 10.46 words
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per answer in Social-IQ. This is also a unique characteris-

tic of the Social-IQ dataset since the average answer length

is longer than other multimodal QA datasets (with aver-

age length between 1.24 to 5.3 words [6, 38, 33, 26, 43]).

The long average length demonstrates the level of detail in-

cluded in Social-IQ answers.

Presence of multiple correct answers in the Social-IQ

dataset allows for modeling diversity and subjectivity across

annotators in cases where multiple explanations are correct

for a certain question. Furthermore, having multiple cor-

rect answers enables answer generation tasks (which of-

ten require multiple correct answers for successful evalu-

ation [36, 30]).

Multimedia Statistics: Social-IQ dataset consists of a to-

tal of 1,250 videos from YouTube. Figure 2 (f) demon-

strates an overview of categories of the videos in Social-IQ.

There is a total of 1,239 minutes of annotated video content

(across 10,529 minutes of full videos). Figure 2 (d) shows

the distribution of number of characters in videos. All the

videos in the Social-IQ dataset contain manual transcrip-

tions with detailed timestamps.

4.2. Annotation Procedure

Annotation of the Social-IQ dataset is carried out in 6

distinct stages (Figure 3). A total of 50 annotators 1 worked

across these multiple stages over a period of 14 months

(across three annotation seasons). Before annotating, the

annotators went through several training sessions (discussed

in Subsection 4.3) for this task to build a proper understand-

ing of measuring social intelligence as defined in Section 3.

The details of these 6 stages is as follows:

Video Acquisition Stage: Online social media platforms,

including YouTube, contain a large cache of in-the-wild

videos with variety of social situations. As a first step, a

set of 2,000 videos were harvested from YouTube 2 using a

broad set of search terms. The choice of these search terms

followed precedence previously established by the CMU-

MOSEI dataset [58] which contains 250 diverse search

terms. We required all the videos to maintain at least one

face (detected using MTCNN [61]) in 80% of the frames.

A set of 2,000 videos were acquired using this strategy.

Video Validation Stage: After acquiring the initial set of

videos, for each video, two trained annotators inspected the

video to make sure a social situation exists. Specifically,

annotators looked at presence of social interactions, opinion

sharing and communication. A total of 1,250 videos were

selected this way.

Question Creation Stage: During this stage, expert anno-

1Hired and trained undergraduate students from Carnegie Mellon Uni-

versity.
2Videos followed creative commons license.

Video Acquisition Stage

Video Validation Stage

Question Creation Stage

Question Validation Stage

Answering Stage

Answer Validation Stage

1,250 videos

7,500 questions

52,000 answers

Figure 3: The 6 stages used to create the Social-IQ dataset.

Video Acquisition and Validation Stage produce 1,250

videos with social situations in them. Question Creation

and Validation Stages produce 7,500 questions. Answer-

ing and Answer Validation Stage produce 52,500 answers

(30,000 correct and 22,500 incorrect).

tators were tasked to ask questions that probe social intelli-

gence as defined by Section 3. Given a video, two trained

annotators were instructed to each ask 3 questions. The an-

notators were also instructed to keep their questions diverse

with high level of complexity. They proposed one correct

and one incorrect answer for each question. Furthermore,

they labelled their questions and answers with complexity

labels. After this stage, each video consists of 6 questions,

6 correct answers and 6 incorrect answers.

Question Validation Stage: Given the set of 6 questions,

we ask a separate set of 2 annotators to validate the ques-

tions (whether or not they comply with definitions in Sec-

tion 3). If an annotator disputes the validity of a question,

the question is removed and passed to Question Creation

Stage for re-annotation. A similar procedure is performed

on the answer. Furthermore, the two annotators label each

question and answer with complexity labels.

Answering Stage: A set of two annotators answer the 6

questions for each video (3 for each annotator). These anno-

tators are different than the annotators who asked the ques-

tions in Question Creation Phase and validated the ques-

tion in Question Validation Stage. Each annotator creates 3

correct and 2 incorrect answers for each question (without

knowledge of any prior correct or incorrect answers from

Question Creation Stage). Similar to Question Creation

Stage, the annotators are encouraged to keep their answers

diverse. Annotators also label each answer with complexity

levels. After this stage, each question contains 4 correct an-
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Q1. How do the men in the room feel about each other?

Q2. How was the man in the blue cap made fun of?

Q3. Why did the man in black hoodie at the right shake 

his head when his friend started talking?

Q1. Do the people in this video feel comfortable about

the clown being there?

Q2. Who seems to be the most excited person about the

clown?

Q3. How did the clown start bugging the woman in

striped shirt and wearing boots?

Q1. How do the blonde woman and the red-haired

woman feel around each other?

Q2. Why doesn't the man step in when the two women

are arguing?

Q3. Does the man think the woman with the straight

red hair is completely innocent?

Q1. Are the men having a serious conversation?

Q2. Does the man sitting on the red chair seem excited

to talk to the man sitting in front of him?

Q3. Are the two men mostly agreeing with each other?

Q1. Does the man want to make the woman laugh?

Q2. How does the man feel about water being poured in

his face?

Q3. Did the woman want to offend the man by spitting

water in his face?

Q1. Why is the man in checkers shirt in front row

making a weird face?

Q2. After being called out by others, how did the man

in navy jacket in the right respond?

Q3. Are the people friendly towards each other?

Figure 4: Example videos and questions in Social-IQ dataset, a benchmark for assessment of social intelligence in naturalistic

social situations. In-the-wild online videos exhibit various social situations which form the basis of the Social-IQ dataset.

Social-IQ presents 1250 videos, 7500 questions, and 52,500 answers (30,000 correct and 22,500 incorrect).

swers and 3 incorrect answers (including the 1 correct and

1 incorrect from Question Creation Stage).

Answer Validation Stage: Similar to Question Validation

Phase, a set of 2 annotators (different than annotators in

Question Creation and Answering Stages) validate each an-

swer. Answers are validated for diversity and whether or

not they are correctly labelled (if correct/incorrect answers

are indeed correct/incorrect). Furthermore, they label the

answers with complexity level.

After the above stages, the set of 1,250 videos, 7,500

questions, and 52,500 correct and incorrect answers shape

the Social-IQ dataset. Figure 4 shows examples of some

videos in the Social-IQ dataset along with the annotations

for questions, correct answers and incorrect answers.

4.3. Annotator Training

Due to the rigorous nature of the guidelines in Section 3,

a detailed annotator selection and training process is re-

quired to achieve high quality annotations. The training

process was split into 3 stages:

Initial Training Stage: The first stage of training involves

in-depth understanding of the crtieria in Section 3. Anno-

tators were trained during a single training session where

the Social-IQ criteria were defined. Annotators also learned

how to annotate the data through a designated online anno-

tation system built for Social-IQ. A generic implementation

of this annotation system called CMU-Crowd: https://

github.com/A2Zadeh/CMU-Crowd is available for

academic use.

Secondary Training Stage: Before using the online an-

notation system, annotators were given training videos for

each of the annotation stages in Subsection 4.2. After

watching the videos, annotators finished a set of 10 training

examples from Question Creation Stage before beginning

Social-IQ annotations.

Continuous Supervision Stage: The performance of an-

notators was continuously monitored on a weekly basis by

the authors. A set of 8 annotation workshops were held

throughout a period of a year. Annotators with low quality

of work were asked to attend individual meetings for re-

training. It is noteworthy that the training and supervision

throughout the annotation timeline was designed to encour-

age creativity and diversity of questions and answers. None

of our measures stopped annotators from exploring new di-

rections of asking and answering questions. In fact, anno-

tators were incentivized through monetary gifts based on
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the creativity of their annotations and their ability to bring

questions and answers from areas that were unexplored pre-

viously.

5. Experiments

The first goal of our experiments is to analyze the perfor-

mance of state of the art on Social-IQ. We conduct extensive

evaluation of top performing models across scoreboards of

MovieQA [43]3, TVQA [26] 4, and CMU-MOSEI [58]. We

compare the performance of these models with each other

and human level performance in binary and multiple choice

setups. In binary case, models are given an answer and are

expected to predict whether or not the answer is correct or

incorrect. In multiple choice case, models should pick the

correct answer from a set of 4 answers (3 of which are in-

correct).

The second goal of our experiments is to identify any

potential biases in the Social-IQ. Models that target biases

are by design simple models that demonstrate whether or

not there is any trivial yet frequently occurring pattern in

the data that can be exploited during training. The follow-

ing baselines aim to explore these biases. In all these base-

lines, a LSTM model is used to encode sequential informa-

tion for each input modality, and answers are conditioned

on the concatenation of input encodings similar to [26]. We

first outline the models for exploiting biases, followed by

state-of-the-art performing models on relevant tasks.

Q+A: We study the predictability of correct and incorrect

answers given only question and answers (no video, audio

or transcript). This baseline demonstrates whether or not

there exists a pattern across correct or incorrect answers

which can lead to identifying the correctness without any

context from videos. We use BERT embeddings [11] as

contextual distributed word representations for language.

BERT embeddings have shown to be suitable representa-

tions for both common sense reasoning and question an-

swering.

Q+A+T: This bias demonstrates the usefulness of tran-

scripts (T) in predicting the correct and incorrect answers.

Similar to Q+A baselines, distributional features of T are

also extracted using BERT embeddings 5. The sequence of

embeddings for T are then encoded using an LSTM.

Q+A+V: This bias demonstrates the usefulness of visual

modality (V) through using holistic visual embeddings in

predicting the correct and incorrect answers. We use rep-

resentations extracted from DenseNet161 [20] (last mean

3http://movieqa.cs.toronto.edu/leaderboard/
4http://tvqa.cs.unc.edu/leaderboard.html
5Since BERT tokenizes the input words, we modify the code for BERT

embeddings to keep mappings between tokens and words so the times-

tamps can be correctly calculated for the duration of the video.

Baseline Accuracy

Metric A2 ↑ A4 ↑

Random 50.00 25.00

Q+A (BERT) [11] 57.02 28.61

Q+A+T (BERT) [11] 57.87 29.36

Q+A+Ac (BERT+COVAREP) 57.22 29.58

Q+A+V (BERT+DenseNet161) 63.91 32.62

LMN [49] 61.12 31.81

FVTA [28] 60.88 31.01

E2EMemNet [41] 62.58 31.46

MDAM [24] 60.23 30.71

MSM [26] 59.96 29.89

TFN [55] 63.15 29.82

MFN [56] 62.78 30.86

Tensor-MFN 64.82 34.14

Human 95.08 -

Table 1: Performance of various models including state of

the art in MovieQA [43], TVQA [26], and CMU-MOSEI

[57]. A2 ↑ demonstrates the binary accuracy and A4

↑ demonstrates multiple (four) choice (higher is better).

There is a large discrepancy between human level perfor-

mance and neural state of the art, a gap of 30.26% in binary

question answering task.

pooling layer, 2208 dimensions) for each frame. While

videos are originally in 30fps sampling rate, we only use

1fps for baseline experiments.

Q+A+Ac: This bias demonstrates the usefulness of acous-

tic (Ac) modality in predicting the correct and incorrect an-

swers. We use low and high level acoustic representations

from COVAREP [10] including 12 Mel-frequency cepstral

coefficients, pitch tracking and voiced/unvoiced segmenting

features [12], glottal source parameters [9, 13, 1, 3, 2], peak

slope parameters and maxima dispersion quotients [22].

The following baselines are among the state of the art for

TVQA [26], MovieQA [43] and CMU-MOSEI [58] dataset.

We pick these baselines based on their performance and

structural diversity.

End2End Multimodal Memory Network

(E2EMMemNet): This baseline has shown promis-

ing performance on MovieQA dataset. We implement this

baseline based on the original implementation [41] and

multimodal extensions using DenseNet161 features and

COVAREP.

Multimodal Dual Attention Memory (MDAM) [24]:

This baseline is also among the top performing for

MovieQA dataset. MDAM uses two attentions: 1) self-

attention (temporal) based on visual frames and 2) cross-

attention based on question. Afterwards, the answering is

done using a deep recurrent neural network.
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Layered Memory Network (LMN) [49]: This baseline is

the winner of “The Joint Video and Language Understand-

ing Workshop” in ICCV 2017 6 and still a strong performing

model for MovieQA. The baseline has two main modules:

Static Word Memory Module, which builds a representation

of the transcription words based on the visual frames, and

Dynamic Subtitle Memory Module, which builds a repre-

sentation of the transcription sentences based on the high

level descriptors of the frames.

Focal Visual-Text Attention (FVTA) [28]: FVTA is a

strong baseline for MovieQA. This baseline proposed a new

form of attention called Focal Visual-Text (FVT); an exten-

sion of attention which uses outer-product to build a joint

multimodal space.

Multi-stream Memory (MSM) [26]: This baseline is the

top performing baseline of TVQA dataset. Multiple streams

of data from visual, acoustic and language are fused to-

gether to answer questions. All the modalities are embed-

ded using recurrent networks and fused together in subse-

quent stages to answer questions.

Tensor Fusion Network (TFN) [55]: Originally proposed

for multimodal sentiment analysis, we extend this model for

question answering by conditioning the answer based on an

outer tensor-product of embeddings of transcript, visual and

acoustic modalities. A strong aspect of TFN is perform-

ing fusion on unimodal, bimodal and trimodal components

of the data. Before fusion, the modalities are summarized

using three LSTMs. The output of fusion is added to the

question and answer to make a final prediction.

Memory Fusion Network (MFN) [56]: This models is

used for the tasks of sentiment analysis, emotion recog-

nition and personality traits recognition. It uses a delta-

memory attention which stores the sequntial changes of

memory across multiple LSTMs. Afterwards, it performs

multimodal fusion over the changes in modalities and stores

the information in a separate memory. MFN model uses

alignment information between transcript, audio and video

which is an important component specifically in under-

standing multimodal language [58].

Tensor-MFN is a baseline created by performing architec-

ture and hyperparameter search on TFN and MFN mod-

els and combining them into a joint model. In simple

terms, Tensor-MFN uses DenseNet161 scene embeddings

and Tensor Fusion for multimodal fusion in the recurrent

stages of MFN.

Human Performance demonstrates the human perfor-

mance (annotators did not see the question and the video

prior) in picking correct answer for question-answer pair in

6http://movieqa.cs.toronto.edu/workshops/iccv2017/

binary format, similar to the setup used for all the baselines.

6. Results and Discussion

Table 1 demonstrates the performance of the baselines

in Subsection 5. At a first glance, our bias analysis exper-

iments demonstrate minimal bias in the Social-IQ dataset

coming from Q+A. BERT embeddings, commonly known

for their success in common-sense reasoning, show slightly

higher performance than random. This essentially demon-

strates that common sense reasoning purely by looking at

question and answers is not enough for answering the ques-

tions in Social-IQ. Answering questions in the Social-IQ

dataset requires both common sense and context. Contex-

tual information from T, Ac, and V are able to improve the

answering performance. Specifically, the improvement is

highest by adding visual information from DenseNet161.

Aside the performance of bias analysis models, results of

state of the art models from MovieQA, TVQA, and CMU-

MOSEI are reported in Table 1. Human performance (cal-

culated during the validation stage) is reported 95.08% for

the binary task. The gap between state of the art model

and human performance remains large. This signifies the

challenging nature of Social-IQ dataset and the necessity of

further research in this direction.

7. Conclusion

To conclude, this paper introduced Social-IQ (Social

Intelligence Queries), a pioneer real-world unconstrained

dataset designed to evaluate the social intelligence and ca-

pabilities of existing and future AI technologies. Social-IQ

also focuses on the explainability of models by using open-

ended answers to model the rationale behind the model’s

comprehension of social intelligence. The rigorously an-

notated dataset contains 7,500 questions with 52,500 an-

swers spanning across 1,250 natural social situations. Our

experimental results show that although humans can rea-

son about open-ended social intelligence with high accuracy

(95.08%), existing QA models struggle on this task. As a

result, Social-IQ is a challenging dataset that we hope will

instigate future research in social intelligence modeling, vi-

sual reasoning, and multimodal QA. The dataset is made

publicly available for research purposes alongside provided

features.
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